Sarah Fox
The 500-word Lawyer
“One of the most engaging,
thought-provoking and fun
sessions I’ve attended”
Mark Brain, Regional Director
Faithful+Gould

Never Sign on the Dotted Line
Contracts are about trust, not terms
How can clauses foster collaboration on projects? How can your contract
build trust? Discover all this and more in Sarah’s lively and enlightening talk…
You’ll learn how to start a project as you mean to go
on; the myths and temptations of writing contracts;
and how to avoid the 3 key causes of disputes.
You’ll leave this event knowing:

 How simple a truly good contract can be
 Why a watertight contract is not good for business
 How easy it is to create a disaster waiting to happen
 Why you need trust before you write a contract

WARNING
“Great to hear a
down-to-earth,
simplistic
approach to
contracts”
Katy Harris,
Project 5

“Sarah is a vibrant
and engaging speaker
and not at all what
you expect from a
lawyer”
Peter Knight, Partner,
Knight-Morris

This talk will change your view of
contracts. You may find they
irritate you more! You will start
to read and understand the small
print! You will say no to contracts
which are unfair. You will start to
use them as invaluable tools to
build trust and collaboration
during projects.
These are intended side effects

Sarah Fox is an international speaker and
trainer with 20 years’ experience in contracts
starting as a construction lawyer. She wanted
to cut through the confusion and created the
500-word contract to simplify something that
was bewilderingly complex, rarely read and
totally unfit for purpose.

As Seen At…

Yet, as you will learn, contracts are about
much more than pages of documentation and
signatures…

Will you sign on the dotted line?
“Clarity events are normally of a
very high quality but yours was one
of the best & most impassioned I've
heard”
Sam Dunkley, Group Legal Adviser
Oil and Gas UK

Book Sarah To Help Your Audience
Create Contracts With Confidence

Click on a link to call, email or go to her website

